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This is Charles Darwin's chronicle of his five-year journey, beginning in 1831,
around the world as a naturalist on the H.M.S. Beagle.
The compelling diary of a young girl on the brink of maturity as her life draws to
toward its tragic end -- one of the most moving and vivid documents of the
Jewish experience.
People have so many reasons to jot down a note with unique design on its cover,
and here's the perfect notebook for all of those lists and doodles. Diary Blank
Lined Notebook 6x9", 120 pages. Cute gift for birthday for little boys to use as a
diary, for note taking, journaling, sketching and doodling.
A 2019 NEWBERY HONOR BOOK "A gripping, nuanced story of the human cost
of conflict appropriate for both children and adults." -Kirkus, starred review In the
vein of Inside Out and Back Again and The War That Saved My Life comes a
poignant, personal, and hopeful tale of India's partition, and of one girl's journey
to find a new home in a divided country It's 1947, and India, newly independent
of British rule, has been separated into two countries: Pakistan and India. The
divide has created much tension between Hindus and Muslims, and hundreds of
thousands are killed crossing borders. Half-Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old
Nisha doesn't know where she belongs, or what her country is anymore. When
Papa decides it's too dangerous to stay in what is now Pakistan, Nisha and her
family become refugees and embark first by train but later on foot to reach her
new home. The journey is long, difficult, and dangerous, and after losing her
mother as a baby, Nisha can't imagine losing her homeland, too. But even if her
country has been ripped apart, Nisha still believes in the possibility of putting
herself back together. Told through Nisha's letters to her mother, The Night Diary
is a heartfelt story of one girl's search for home, for her own identity...and for a
hopeful future.
A collection of the author's lesser-known writings includes stories, personal
reminiscences, previously deleted excerpts from her diary, and an unfinished
novel composed while she was hidden from the Nazis.
Diary of a Wimpy Kid
People have so many reasons to jot down a note with unique design on its cover,
and here's the perfect notebook for all of those lists and doodles. Diary Blank
Lined Notebook 6x9", 120 pages. Cute gift for birthday for little girls to use as a
diary, for note taking, journaling, sketching and doodling.
No Dork Diaries collection is complete without this boxed set of Dork Diaries #7,
#8, and #9! Books seven, eight, and nine in the wildly popular New York Times,
USA TODAY, and Publishers Weekly bestselling Dork Diaries series are all
available in one dorktastic boxed set! This boxed set includes Dork Diaries 7:
Tales from a Not-So-Glam TV Star, Dork Diaries 8: Tales from a Not-So-Happily
Ever After, and Dork Diaries 9: Tales from a Not-So-Dorky Drama Queen.
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Desert Lake is a book combining artistic, scientific and Indigenous views of a
striking region of north-western Australia. Paruku is the place that white people
call Lake Gregory. It is Walmajarri land, and its people live on their Country in the
communities of Mulan and Billiluna. This is a story of water. When Sturt Creek
flows from the north, it creates a massive inland Lake among the sandy deserts.
Not only is Paruku of national significance for waterbirds, but it has also helped
uncover the past climatic and human history of Australia. Paruku's cultural and
environmental values inspire Indigenous and other artists, they define the place
as an enduring home, and have led to its declaration as an Indigenous Protected
Area. The Walmajarri people of Paruku understand themselves in relation to
Country, a coherent whole linking the environment, the people and the Law that
governs their lives. These understandings are encompassed by the Waljirri or
Dreaming and expressed through the songs, imagery and narratives of enduring
traditions. Desert Lake is embedded in this broader vision of Country and
provides a rich visual and cross-cultural portrait of an extraordinary part of
Australia.
Using click-to-count buttons, kids will love learning their colors as they poke the
dots on every page!
Felix Ever After meets Becky Albertalli in this swoon-worthy, heartfelt rom-com
about how a transgender teen’s first love challenges his ideas about perfect
relationships. Noah Ramirez thinks he’s an expert on romance. He has to be for
his popular blog, the Meet Cute Diary, a collection of trans happily ever afters.
There’s just one problem—all the stories are fake. What started as the fantasies
of a trans boy afraid to step out of the closet has grown into a beacon of hope for
trans readers across the globe. When a troll exposes the blog as fiction, Noah’s
world unravels. The only way to save the Diary is to convince everyone that the
stories are true, but he doesn’t have any proof. Then Drew walks into Noah’s
life, and the pieces fall into place: Drew is willing to fake-date Noah to save the
Diary. But when Noah’s feelings grow beyond their staged romance, he realizes
that dating in real life isn’t quite the same as finding love on the page. In this
charming novel by Emery Lee, Noah will have to choose between following his
own rules for love or discovering that the most romantic endings are the ones
that go off script.
Told in diary form by an irresistible heroine, this “heartfelt, bittersweet, and ever-
so-clever coming-of-age fantasy” (School Library Journal, starred review) named
one of Publishers Weekly’s Best Books of the Year from the New York Times
bestselling author of the May Bird trilogy sparkles with science, myth, magic, and
the strange beauty of the everyday marvels we sometimes forget to notice.
Spirited, restless Gracie Lockwood has lived in Cliffden, Maine, her whole life.
She’s a typical girl in an atypical world: one where sasquatches helped to win
the Civil War, where dragons glide over Route 1 on their way south for the winter
(sometimes burning down a T.J. Maxx or an Applebee’s along the way), where
giants hide in caves near LA and mermaids hunt along the beaches, and where
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Dark Clouds come for people when they die. To Gracie it’s all pretty ho-
hum…until a Cloud comes looking for her little brother Sam, turning her small-
town life upside down. Determined to protect Sam against all odds, her parents
pack the family into a used Winnebago and set out on an epic search for a safe
place that most people say doesn’t exist: The Extraordinary World. It’s rumored
to lie at the ends of the earth, and no one has ever made it there and lived to tell
the tale. To reach it, the Lockwoods will have to learn to believe in each
other—and to trust that the world holds more possibilities than they’ve ever
imagined.
My First Diary If you are looking for a great gift for a young boy, this diary is the perfect
solution. It is filled with writing prompts to help a young person get started with journaling and
keeping a daily record of life events. This notebook has room for drawing, sketching and
doodling, as well as additional lined pages for making extra notes or for saving photos and
momentos. Add To Cart Now We all remember our first diary and how great it was to have a
secret place to write and daydream about our future life. Be the person to offer the young man
in your life the same opportunity. A great gift that will always be remembered. What's Included:
Writing Prompts Sketch Box Area Lined Journal Pages 6" X 9" 140 Pages Artistically Designed
Matte Cover High Quality White Paper **We have additional journals, diaries and notebooks
available here on Amazon. Click the "Author" link above just below the title of this book to
check out our other books too. Thanks for stopping by.
Elena's discovers her exciting new boyfriend is actually a vampire.
This is a boy only I Am 7 Journal to write & draw in! Pages alternate between hand drawn lines
for writing and blank for drawing, with hand drawn elements decorating each page. Journaling
is one of the best activities for children. Help them get started with this keepsake diary where
they can share their innermost feelings, silly stories or doodles and drawings. Give your child
an educational advantage by keeping a diary which encourages daily writing skills, creativity,
imagination whilst also building resilience and independence. This special gift is travel sized
and will easily fit in a backpack as it is 6x9 inches. It features a bright linen look cover with faux
stickers that will appeal to all boys. It has a firm matte paperback cover and inside are cream,
recycled pages.
I can't believe I fell for it. It was still dark when I woke up this morning. As soon as my eyes
opened I knew where I was. A low-ceilinged rectangular building made entirely of whitewashed
concrete. There are six little rooms along the main corridor. There are no windows. No doors.
The elevator is the only way in or out. What's he going to do to me? What am I going to do?
People are really quite simple, and they have simple needs. Food, water, light, space, privacy.
Maybe a small measure of dignity. A bit of freedom. What happens when someone simply
takes all that away?
The 7 year old girl journal is a: cute, fun way to get her started on her first journal. The journal
has wide ruled pages to make writing easy, and also blank pages for drawing. The journal
would be a brilliant birthday present for 7 year olds, as The Magical Unicorn cover has a 'from'
box (so the giver can write their name). Or It could be given as a birthday card for 7 year old
girl. Features: Lovely soft glossy cover with Unicorns 50 blank pages 50 lined pages opposite
one another. 6 x 9 inches This Unicorn birthday journal would make a great addition when
having a unicorn themed birthday party, so add this journal to the list when ordering your
unicorn birthday supplies.
"Using irresistible buttons to push and pop, kids will love learning cool facts about an alphabet
of amazing dinosaurs!" -- Page [4] cover.
Once you start poppin', there's just no stoppin'! Raised buttons pop in on every page of
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these fun, tactile books so kids can press them as they read along, and learn to count.
In this newest addition, kids can pop the buttons as they count down and say goodnight
to all the different animals. It's so much more fun then counting sheep!
A BuzzFeed "Best Book of June 2021" From sixteen-year-old Dara McAnulty, a globally
renowned figure in the youth climate activist movement, comes a memoir about loving
the natural world and fighting to save it. Diary of a Young Naturalist chronicles the
turning of a year in Dara’s Northern Ireland home patch. Beginning in spring—when
“the sparrows dig the moss from the guttering and the air is as puffed out as the
robin’s chest”—these diary entries about his connection to wildlife and the way he sees
the world are vivid, evocative, and moving. As well as Dara’s intense connection to the
natural world, Diary of a Young Naturalist captures his perspective as a teenager
juggling exams, friendships, and a life of campaigning. We see his close-knit family, the
disruptions of moving and changing schools, and the complexities of living with autism.
“In writing this book,” writes Dara, “I have experienced challenges but also felt
incredible joy, wonder, curiosity and excitement. In sharing this journey my hope is that
people of all generations will not only understand autism a little more but also
appreciate a child’s eye view on our delicate and changing biosphere.” Winner of the
Wainwright Prize for UK nature writing and already sold into more than a dozen
territories, Diary of a Young Naturalist is a triumphant debut from an important new
voice.
This cute colorful unicorn journal is perfect for girls who are 7 or are celebrating their
7th birthday. This 6"x9", 120 page, lined journal is perfect for girls who love to write
diaries, love journaling or want a cool notebook for school. They will feel magical with
this journal!
The international bestseller… For anyone who's ever had trouble starting, keeping, or
finishing a journal or sketchbook comes this expanded edition of Wreck This Journal,
an illustrated book that features a subversive collection of prompts, asking readers to
muster up their best mistake and mess-making abilities and to fill the pages of the book
(or destroy them). Through a series of creatively and quirkily illustrated prompts,
acclaimed artist Keri Smith encourages journalers to engage in "destructive"
acts--poking holes through pages, adding photos and defacing them, painting pages
with coffee, coloring outside the lines, and more--in order to experience the true
creative process. With Smith's unique sensibility, readers are introduced to a new way
of art and journal making, discovering novel ways to escape the fear of the blank page
and fully engage in the creative process.
Diary With Writing Prompts For 7 Year Old GirlWriting Prompts and Sketchbook to
Introduce Young Girls Age 7-12 to the Enjoyment of Journaling and Keeping a Daily
Diary
In The Third Wheel, love is in the air—but what does that mean for Greg Heffley? A
Valentine's Day dance at Greg's middle school has turned his world upside down. As
Greg scrambles to find a date, he's worried he'll be left out in the cold on the big night.
His best friend, Rowley, doesn't have any prospects either, but that's a small
consolation. Then an unexpected twist gives Greg a partner for the dance and leaves
Rowly the odd man out. But a lot can happen in one night, and in the end, you never
know who's going to be lucky in love. 'Writing The Third Wheel has been a lot of fun
because there's so much humor to be mined in the world of middle school romance.
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When the dust settles at the end of the seventh book, the Wimpy universe will be
changed in a way that will surprise fans of the series.' says author, Jeff Kinney.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on
the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior
leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the
only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The
Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences,
coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the
life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie
and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.
In this hilarious collection of old car stories, Canada’s very own "Old Car Detective" Bill Sherk
presents 80 of his favourite stories from all 10 provinces, spanning the years from 1925 to
1965. In this book you will meet the man in New Brunswick who chopped the top off his 1927
Whippet sedan in honour of the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II; the young fellow from
Kingston, Ontario, who thought his 1937 Ford coach looked better with all four fenders taken
off; the owner of a 1947 Hudson that burned so much oil he had to wear a snorkel mask while
driving it; the father who borrowed his son’s hot-rodded ’53 Monarch (built only in Canada!)
and got pulled over by the police for street racing; and the grandmother who moved from
England to Canada and drove her Morris Minor on the wrong side of the road. Behind every
old car there’s a story waiting to be told, all the way from your grandparents’ Model T Ford to
the Mustang you drove in high school. All the stories and photographs in this book are in
chronological order from 1925 to 1965, giving you a 40-year journey through Canada’s rich
automotive heritage and brought to life by the people who owned and drove the cars of
yesteryear – and some still do! PART ONE (1925 to 1942) takes you from the middle of the
Roaring Twenties to February 1942, when the Second World War brought automobile
production to a halt for three long years. PART TWO (1946 to 1965) takes you through the
Baby Boom years when cars driven by Canadians went through many exciting changes in
styling and engineering. If you have ever owned (or still own) a car that was built between 1925
and 1965, turn to the last page in this book to see how you can send in your story for Bill
Sherk’s next book.
Blank lined journals are perfect to record all the important events in your life and this 6 x 9, 108
page lined notebook is excellent for doing just that. A place for all your thoughts, poems, funny
quips or even recipes. Honestly it is just lined paper inside so you can make it into anything
you want. A day timer, travel journal, diary, notebook for school, etc. You could even write the
next bestselling graphic novel in it. O.K. I know you get it. Oh and it makes the perfect gift.
Blank Book Billionaire Journals, Coloring Books and Puzzle Books is focused on creating high
quality, fun and yet practical books to enhance your daily life. Whether you are looking for a
funny and hilarious journal as a gift option or something to track your fondest memories or your
favorite recipes we have it. We have the following books ready for you in multiple varieties:
Notorious Notebooks Journal Your Life's Journey My Recipe Journal My Travel Journal My
Bucket List My Diet Journal My Food Journal My Dream Journal My Gratitude Journal My
Pregnancy Journal My To Do List Journal My Address Book My Smoothie Recipe Journal My
Fitness Journal My Workout Journal My Golfing Log Book My Running Journal My Daily
Journal My Lined Journal My Lined Notebook Kadence Lee Coloring Books Just search
Amazon for any one of these author names and look for ones with Blank Book Billionaire.
Scroll up and grab your copy today, nah grab two ;)
My First Diary If you are looking for a great gift for a young girl, this diary is the perfect solution.
It is filled with writing prompts to help a young person get started with journaling and keeping a
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daily record of life events. This notebook has room for drawing, sketching and doodling, as well
as additional lined pages for making extra notes or for saving photos and momentos. Add To
Cart Now We all remember our first diary and how great it was to have a secret place to write
and daydream about our future life. Be the person to offer the youngster in your life the same
opportunity. A great gift that will always be remembered. What's Included: Writing Prompts
Sketch Box Area Lined Journal Pages 6" X 9" 140 Pages Artistically Designed Matte Cover
High Quality White Paper **We have additional journals, diaries and notebooks available here
on Amazon. Click the "Author" link above just below the title of this book to check out our other
books too. Thanks for stopping by.
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